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1 Revision History
April 29, 2014
First Preliminary Version to match Release Candidates 2 (RC2) or noiseLAB
Capture and noiseLAB Batch.
The guide is not 100% complete and may still contain irrelevant references to
noiseLAB 3.0.

May 1, 2014 Version 0.9 to Match RC3.
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2 Introduction
This User Guide applies to noiseLAB Professional Edition which consists of
noiseLAB Capture and noiseLAB Batch. A limited set of features described
in the User Guide is available in noiseLAB Standard and noiseLAB Advanced
Editions. Please refer to the current data sheet to see the functions available in
each version.
Please note the following.
NOTES give advice for ease-of-use.
CAUTION is advice to keep you from making mistakes that can waste
your time and may result in incorrect data.
WARNING is advice which keeps you from making mistakes that can
give you incorrect results or invalidate the calibration of the product or
your data.
WARNING: If you have previously made recordings and analysis using
noiseLAB 2.0 or 2.1, make back-up copies of these files before proceeding to
use noiseLAB 3.0. noiseLAB 3.0 will modify your recorded data formats so
that they no longer are readable by previous versions of noiseLAB.
NOTE: noiseLAB 3.0 projects and files are only read and never modified by
noiseLAB Batch Processor 4.0.
WARNING: Under no circumstances should you edit the noiseLAB project
files (.nlp or .npf or .nlrc extension) since this will invalidate the certification
noiseLAB and result in unpredictable errors. In addition, never rename any file
in a project folder.
WARNING: Never change the clock setting your PC (other than minor adjustments), since noiseLAB calibration is tagged with calibration time, and major changes in the clock, can affect the calibration value.

2.1 Installation and Computer Requirements
Download and run the self-extracting executable file(s). Follow the installation
instructions. The Programs are placed under DELTA in the Start Menu. Enter
license keys when requested.
Windows 7 64-bit with 8 GByte is recommended. More RAM than 8 GByte
gives no benefit to noiseLAB since noiseLAB currently is a 32-bit application.
noiseLAB has also been tested in Bootcamp on newer MacBooks. Due to its
real time nature, it is not recommended to run on virtual machines, and no support for these is provided by DELTA.
NOTE: If you are using noiseLAB Batch 4.0 to read noiseLAB 3.0 project
files, you must always start the program in “Run as Administrator” by right
clicking the program name.
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NOTE: noiseLAB will still run on Windows XP Service Pack 2, but DELTA
strongly discourages this, and XP support of future versions of noiseLAB may
be dropped without notice.

2.2 noiseLAB Product Structure
noiseLAB consists of two separate software packages:


noiseLAB Capture (In previous versions noiseLAB 3.0.xx often referred to as noiseLAB Classic)



noiseLAB Batch (In Previous versions noiseLAB Batch Processor)

2.2.1 noiseLAB Capture lets you









Acquire waveforms from
o .wav files
o Sound Cards
o National Instruments Data Acquisition cards
o tdms waveform files.
Calibrate and Annotate the files
Analyse
o Sound Level
o 1/N octave spectra
o FFT Spectra
Edit files to create “Clips” for subsequent analysis (optional)
Export tabular results
Exports .wav files of Recordings or Clips.

2.2.2 noiseLAB Batch lets you



Analyze advanced functions of the files created and calibrated in
noiseLAB Capture or version 3 of noiseLAB.
Export tabular or graphic results for use in reports that you create using
Word or similar tools.

By always recording waveforms, noiseLAB lets you perform any type of analysis types on the recorded data, validate measurements, and edit the waveforms
to only include the relevant signals. Editing gives you higher quality results,
and the recorded waveform files always lets you go back to verify that things
were done correctly or perform different analysis later on.
Your work is saved as Projects, and you should back these projects up by saving the entire project to a different storage device.
WARNING: do not modify the project folder hierarchy, its contents or folder
and file names.
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3 noiseLAB Capture Overview
The first row at the top of the screen shows status and access to Help files.
The second row of buttons, “Master Controls” control Import of Projects or
Files, Editing, Measurement, Recording and Analysis, as well as Export of Results to Excel.
Status and Help
Master Controls

The Recordings available for analysis are shown in the bottom half the screen.
File names start with the type of channel(s) in the Recording. For example
Mic_Mic_ indicates that both channels are Microphone Channels.
A Preview Graph of the Fast, A-Weighted Sound Level of the Selected Recording is shown in the upper left quadrant of the screen.
To Analyze, select one or more Recordings, and hit “Analyze”. The Results
are shown on the Results tab.
The Edit button enables the creation of Clips (sections of Recordings), which
may be analysed when the Edit Mode is active.
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Display Functions

Display function (such as FFT Spectrum) above a graph, changes both the
graph and the Results list at the bottom of the Screen. This does not affect the
Measurement function for a new analysis.
The five tab sheets at the bottom of the screen also let you set up the Input and
Analysis parameters. In Edit mode, the middle tab shows both Recordings and
Clips. The Results tabs shows analysis results in tabular form.
To save a Result table, hit the Save button, and type a name of the Result file.
The Result List shown at the bottom of the screen will be Exported to an Excel
friendly format (tab separated file). If FFT Spectrum is selected an additional
file containing all Analyzed FFT Spectra (called _FFTData) will be created.

Quick Tip: Right click on most front panel objects, for additional functions.
For example to import .wav files, right click on the Import Project button.
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Graph scaling functions are accessed by right clicking on a graph. Each graph
remembers its associated settings.
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4 Quick Start: noiseLAB Capture
On-line Help: noiseLAB shows “Tip Strips” when the mouse pauses over
most front panel objects. In addition you can turn on or off additional Help by
hitting “CTRL+H”. Front Panel Short-cuts are shown when click the ?. Right
Click the ? to see more resources shown below.

4.1 Quick Guide from Start to Finish using .wav files.
Open noiseLAB from Windows Program Menu under DELTA.
1. Right Click on the Import… button to import one or more wave files to
analyze.



Select the Type of Signal of the imported file.
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When the Import is complete, select the file with a calibration tone, find
a 3 second long stable part of the tone, and place the cursor at the start
of this section, right click on the Recording with the calibration tone
from which to “steal” the value of the calibration tone and select “Set as
Calibration Source”



Next select one or more Recordings which have been recorded with the
same gain settings, or check “All Recordings” if relevant.



Hit the Apply button.
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The pop-up window shows the frequency spectrum of the calibration
tone, its detected frequency as well as two boxes showing that the Frequency and Amplitude variations of the tone are acceptable.



Press Accept.
NOTE: The sensitivity shown is an “internal number” that documents
the relationship between the uncalibrated waveform file to the calibration tone. It is not a specific transducer sensitivity.

4.2



Select one or more Recordings to Analyze. Press the “Analyze” button.



Results are shown on the Result Tab.



Hit the “Save” button to export the selected Results to Excel.

Sound Level Analysis Settings

To view analysis parameters, select the “Analysis Set-up” tab:
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The Sound Level tab provides for a choice or Z, A, B, C weighting for sound
level analysis, and the choice of 1 second Leq, Fast, Slow, Impulse, Peak
and Ln statistics of the Fast Sound Level.
A check box “Active” in the right hand corner of the tab sheet turns the entire
Analysis type on or off, indicated by a * on each Analysis tab sheet.

4.3 Octave Analysis Settings

Octave bandwidth may be 1/1 octave, 1/3, 1/6, 1/12, and 1/24th Octave. The
frequency weighting of the spectrum may be Linear, A, B, or C.
Upper and lower frequency limits may be set. If the limits are set outside the
capabilities of the hardware, the analysis will be limited by the hardware
capabilities and this will be seen in the graph and the Result table.
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4.4 FFT Spectrum Analysis Settings

The FFT Weighting Window and Frequency weighting may be selected
along with the FFT Frequency resolution, which is the line spacing of the
spectrum in Hz. Arbitrary Resolution may be selected, and the FFT block
size is automatically set. noiseLAB features arbitrary block sizes in steps
of 1, and hence is not limited to a traditional binary sequence. The FFT Result graph and Excel output show the actual frequency resolution used.
NOTE: The Analysis Settings also affect “scrub” or live data view of input
signals. These settings cannot be changed while Recording.

4.5 Live View
Right click the cursor Y-axis value and activate “Live View” to display a live
chart as a function of time.

The re-sizable pop-up window can also be used to show an octave band or FFT
Spectrum value as a function of time.
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Quick Tip: noiseLAB Capture automatically makes frequent saves of your
project when front panel settings have changed, and also saves the project when
you close it.
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5 noiseLAB Capture in depth
5.1 Signal input
noiseLAB can acquire signal from a wide variety of sources. When used with
supported National Instruments DSA digitizers, the system has end to end documentation of traceability to Type 1 standards. When other front ends are used,
the end user must ensure conformance to relevant standards.
5.1.1 .wav file import
Most 16 and 24 bit uncompressed .wav file formats are supported by
noiseLAB. Type 1 accuracy requires a minimum sampling frequency of 44.1
kS/s. A calibration tone should be recorded and imported to enable calibration
of other recordings made with the same settings (both gain and sampling frequency).
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended to use a sampling frequency of 48
kS/s or above, since this gives a tighter conformance to Type 1 standards. This
will result in a more generous “error budget” when the entire system is calibrated.
When importing files with sampling frequencies less than 44.1 kS/s, noiseLAB
provides an option to up-sample the files to 44.1 kS/s. However, the analysis
of up-sampled files will not comply to Type 1 standards.
Verification and calibration of imported .wav files is the responsibility of the
end user.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended to record a calibration tone for
each channel at the beginning and end of each day, and whenever microphones
or digitizers are changed.
noiseLAB supports reading of the calibration data from some Svantek instruments .wav files. Errors can occur due to unsupported functions or changes in
the firmware of the instruments. Therefore the user must consider the following.



All channels in a file must have the same transducer type.
The user must verify that the calibration data is correctly transferred for
a specific model of Svantek equipment with the specific settings used.
Recording a calibration tone, and verifying that this is read correctly by
noiseLAB can help in this verification.

5.1.2 TDMS File input
noiseLAB Capture can import tdms files as follows:


TDMS files created by noiseLAB Capture. TDMS Files may be copied
from another location into the Sound File folder, and the imported into
the current project using “TDMS Import”. If the import dialog says that
the files already exist in the project, select “Import Anyway”.
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Orphan noiseLAB Capture TDMS files. In rare cases, the Sound Files
folder may contain tdms files which are not registered by the project.
Follow the procedure above to import them.
Generic TDMS files from other sources:
noiseLAB Capture only attempts to import them if they fulfill all of the
following criteria:
Sampling frequency of at least 44.1 kS/s
Bit width of 16 to 24 bits
No more than 8 channels
All channels have the same sampling frequency.
Proper use of the tdms format.
Only native National Instruments TDMS properties are imported.
There is no guarantee that these files will be imported properly,
and the user should carefully inspect the result.

NOTE: noiseLAB Capture 4.0 cannot import waveform files from previous editions of noiseLAB. However, Batch Processor 4.0 can process files from previous editions.
5.1.3 Analog Input Signals
The input tab permits you to select a Windows compatible sound card or a DSA
data acquisition card from National Instruments. Compact DAQ cards in USB,
WiFi, or Wireless carriers may be connected.
5.1.3.1 Sound Card

The sound card settings may be set to any legal value that matches the connected sound card. Illegal values will throw an error when the Measure button is
activated. The input unit is always Pa (Pascal). Always record a calibration tone
to be able to calibrate all recordings made with the same settings as the calibration recording. If you use a sound card other than the build in sound card, you
may need to install third party drivers, and select the active sound card in Win-
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dows Device Manager. DELTA cannot guarantee operation with all sound
cards.
Windows permits multiple sound cards to be installed. The desired sound card
driver must be selected in the appropriate Windows control panel, for example
when using a driver to have an external sound level meter appears as a sound
card.
WARNING: It is the user responsibility to verify the proper operation and
calibration when using any sound card.
5.1.3.2 National Instruments Analog Inputs (DAQ)

Unique Channel names must be entered for each active channel. NOTE: Only
letters, space and numerical digits are allowed. You may interactively
browse the channels and devices and set them up for wireless communication
by clicking the blue MAX icon to Launch the National Instruments Measurement and Automation Explorer. National Instruments provides documentations
for this. NOTE: In the above screenshot, the Front Mic will not function
properly the IEPE powering is not active.
CAUTION: Do not change noiseLAB Capture front panel settings when MAX
is open.
WARNING: The physical channels must be selected in numerical order from
the drop down list. Multiple simultaneous devices are not supported and all
channels must have the same sampling frequency.
The Input Full scale value must be entered, and AC coupling must be selected
for Microphones. IEPE powering must be turned on for microphones and accelerometers compatible with this powering.
The entered Sampling Frequency must be the same for all Channels in the system.
Manual Entry of calibration
The Sensitivity and Units may be entered based on the value and units given on
the transducer calibration chart. A time stamp of the calibration entry will be
created, and will be used until a different calibration is created.
User with External Calibrator
Enter the Calibrator Value in dB of the external Calibrator.
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Then apply the calibrator to the transducer, wait for the signal to settle. Press
the Calib. button,

wait about 5 seconds for a popup window to appear and accept the calibration
value if it is stable. The computed Sensitivity will also be shown on the overview. When the Automatic Calibration Detection window is closed, a time
stamp at the time of calibration will be created and saved.
For Accelerometer calibration, the Calibrator Level must be entered in dB ref.
1µV/m/s2.

noiseLAB Capture automatically detects calibration tones of 250 and 1000 Hz
as well as an Acceleromter calibrator frequency of 159.15 Hz.
The Preview graph shows the A Weighted signal for Microphones (Linear for
Accelerometers), but the automatic calibration described above always uses the
unweighted signal to perform the calibration. Therefore at frequencies
different than 1000 Hz you may see significant differences between the A
weighted Preview graph, and true level of the calibrated tone.
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The calibration information is also documented in the grey field (non-editable)
as shown below. All other fields (white) may be entered as optional
documentation for both transducers, calibration and measurement Conditions.
This documentation is automatically attached to the waveform (tdms file) of
each channel and for the chosen input type (DAQ or SC (Sound Card) recorded
with these conditions.

5.2 Analysis Settings
See Section 4.2 to 4.4. More advanced capabilities are provided by noiseLAB
Batch (separate program).
The analysis settings affect both the Live Preview display in Measure mode,
and the Analysis made when the Analysis button is pressed. Note that the frequency weighting of the signal may be set independently for each of the analysis types: Sound Level, Octave, and FFT Spectrum.

5.3 Analysis of Recordings or Clips
When the Edit mode is “Off”, the Selected Recordings can be analyzed. A
separate Result is created for each channel of each Recording analyzed.
When the Edit mode is “On”, the Selected Clips can be analyzed. Clips are always single channel.

5.4 Recordings/Clips
This tab shows all Recordings belonging to a Project. If the Edit mode is active, the Clips are also shown. See the chapter “Editor” for detailed information
on creating clips.
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A check mark indicates all channels are calibrated. The circle with a Slash indicates some channels are calibrated. An X indicates no channels are calibrated.
Recordings made with a Sound Card or National Instrument digitizer are named
as follows: [Transducer Type_ …_] YYYY_MM_DD_HH_MM_SS. This
permits easy sorting and searching of files in Windows Explorer. The naming
is independent of the localization settings of your computer.
NOTE: The time stamp which is part of the file name is always in UTC
format. This is to ensure protection from uncertainty and inconsistency due to
daylight savings time changes, and to ensure consistent tracability to a global
time. To maintain correct time of your computer, it must be connected to the
internet and automatic time updating must be active.
A separate transducer type is shown in the name for each channel, so a three
microphone file would start with Mic_Mic_Mic_
Recordings based on imported .wav or tdms files contain the file name of the
original files.

A single Recording may be selected as a Calibration Source, its time stamp
may be modified, its name may be non-destructively edited, or reverted to the
Original Name. Annotation may also be added to a Recording.
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One or more selected Recordings or Clips may be deleted. CAUTION: The
associated waveform files are also deleted when deleting a Recording. If a
Recording based on an imported .wav file is deleted, the original .wav file is
not affected.
5.4.1 Export of .wav files.
One or more Recordings or Clips may be exported as 24 bit .wav files with the
same sampling frequency as the original file. An exported .wav file of a Recording has the same number of channels as the Recording. An exported .wav
file of a Clip is always single channel.
The gain of the .wav files is scaled as follows: The channel in all selected .wav
files which has the highest peak signal is found. This file is scaled to ensure
best use of the dynamic range, and all other selected files are scaled relative to
this. It is a good idea to also export a recording with the calibration signal so
the calibration can be re-established at a later time.
Automatic scaling may be turned off the Advanced tab, Options, sub-tab.
5.4.2 Export of Annotated files
Sound Files are stored by noiseLAB Capture in an annotated format TDMS
(from National Instruments). These files can be viewed using the TDMS File
Viewer (Selected by right clicking on the ? mark in the upper right hand corner), or by noiseLAB Capture. You may export one or more of these files to
another noiseLAB Project, by simply copying it into the Sound Files folder of
another project, and then use the “Import TDMS” function to include the file
into that project. Calibration information and user metadata information is carried with the file. Clip information is not carried by the file.

5.5 Results
The “Results” tab shows a table of all Results from the latest Analysis run. The
contents of the Results table follows the Analysis type selected for the Upper
Right hand Graph. The upper left graph may also be used to show a different
result type for the same Clip or Recording. The Preview Graph shows the
sound (or vibration) level of the selected Result.
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Results are also stored in the TMDS format.
The TDMS based Results are overwritten every time you make a new analysis.
To save the Results, you must export them to Excel before making a new
analsysis. TDMS based Result files cannot be imported into noiseLAB.
5.5.1 Results Saved to Excel
The “Save” button generates a tab delimited file of the selected Results table
readable by Excel. For FFT Analysis, the Results table shows the analysis settings,

while a separate file with the file name ending with FFTDATA.xls contains a
table of FFT data. Spectral data are shown in columns with the first column
giving the center frequencies of the second column.
CAUTION: If the line spacing (dF) of all analyses in the file is the same, then
the list of center frequencies applies to all columns (spectra). Otherwise you
must compute the center frequencies for each column using the line spacing
shown in the top cells of the column.
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6 Projects and Modes of Operation
6.1 Setting up a new Project
From the “File” menu, you can create a New Project or Open an existing Project. Projects are autosaved whenever major changes are made, such as changing analysis settings, starting or stopping a Recording, creating Clips, or closing
the program. You can also save a project using CTRL S.

In the New Project Dialog, navigate inside the desired folder, and enter the
name your project. noiseLAB automatically creates all the necessary files and
folders inside this project, and these must not be renamed and their relative
positions in the file structure must not be changed.

You may create a Project Folder at any disk location, including external disks.
Since the chosen folder location is used for recording and analysis of the recording files, good disk performance is important, and USB-3 based external
disks are recommended (or any other disk technology with 50 MByte/s or higher performance).
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6.1.1 Project Contents
NOTE: The project file for noiseLAB 4.0 has the .nlpro extension. It is a binary
file, and no attemps should be made to edit it. A subset of this file with extension .nlrc is used to communicate with noiseLAB Batch.
Each Project Folder contains the following Sub Folders





Pictures: A folder where the user may place any pictures or videos or
other documentation related to the project.
Results: A folder where latest Analysis results are stored in the .tdms
file format. These results are overwritten each time a new analysis is
made.
Sound Files: Contains all TDMS sound files that are part of the project.
.wav files imported to the project are not placed in the project folder,
but a TDMS version of the sound file is created on import and placed in
the Sound Files folder.

All waveform and result files in noiseLAB Capture are stored as tdms files with
complete documentation (metadata) embedded in the file. The tdms waveform
files may be imported from your current project to another project using the
Import TDMS file function. See the National Instrument web site for more information about the TDMS format.
NOTE: To prevent your imported files and projects from being deleted, you
should make regular backups of your Project Folder(s).
6.1.2 Viewing TDMS files (Advanced)
Waveform and Result Files maybe browsed using the TMDS Viewer Accessible from the right click menu of the Question mark.
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TDMS files may also be viewed in Excel using a free plugin, or in National
Instruments Diadem.
6.1.3 Moving, backing up and naming of Project Files
Project Files may be moved or copied to any disk location where you have read
and write permissions.
CAUTION: The entire project file and its contents must be moved or copied, and the file hierarchy must be maintained.
WARNING: Never try to modify or rename TDMS or any other project files.
WARNING: Never try to modify the contents of any files in the project folder.

6.1.4 Backup of projects, recordings and results.
Your projects consist of a Project File (.nlpro) which contains pointers to all
your recordings, clips, calibration data and additional front panel settings. The
project file does not contain the actual waveform recordings or your analysis
results. A subset of the project file is the .nlrc file which is used to share Recordings and Clips information with the noiseLAB Batch Processor. Each time
that noiseLAB Capture is closed, these two files are automatically backed up
with time-stamped names to the ProjsBackUp folder of the currently active
project.
COMPLETE BACKUP. Project files contain valuable measurement data.
Backing these up regularly is strongly recommended.
To make a complete backup of your project, copy the current project folder to a
backup location.
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CAUTION: Make sure the total resulting path length does not exceed the Windows limitation of 255 characters. This can also cause issues if the project folder is zipped.
Backup of Results:
Result files are overwritten every time you make a new analysis. To save the
Results, export the desired results to Excel and save and back these up as desired. If they are saved in the Results folder, they will automatically be copying to a backup location if you copy the Project folder.
6.1.5 Damaged Files
In rare cases (such as a crash), project or tdms files may be corrupted. Therefore, having good backups of files is important.
If noiseLAB cannot read a tdms file or gives an error when attempting to read,
this may be an indication of file or project corrupt. First, close and re-open
noiseLAB Capture to see if this helps. You may also attempt to examine .tdms
files by using the built in TDMS viewer (right click on the ? mark in the upper
right hand corner). If you can read the files there but not in noiseLAB Capture,
the noiseLAB project may be damaged.
To re-create a potentially damaged noiseLAB project, create a new project, and
then import the .tdms files from the previous project. However, Clip information will not be restored since it is not saved as part of the. tdms files.
CAUTION: When you delete a Recording from within noiseLAB the actual
Waveform Recording (.tdms file) is also deleted. It cannot be recovered from
the Recycle bin. If you have imported .wav files, a .tdms version of the waveform is created in noiseLAB. Since .wav files are not managed by noiseLAB,
they will not be deleted when deleting the corresponding .tdms file.
CAUTION: Do not manipulate any individual files inside a noiseLAB project
folder or its sub-folders. This can give inconsistent results and result in lost
data or corrupted project.
6.1.6 Large files
CAUTION: Very large files are inherently more vulnerable to damage.
noiseLAB Capture can create very large multi-GByte files when recording. It
is safer to make shorter recordings, instead of, for example, one large multi-day
file.
Recording and analysis speed can be significantly impacted by the speed of the
disk drive. During recording and analysis, noiseLAB creates files which may
require system administrator write privileges on the chosen disk.
WARNING: If you plan to make a very long recording, make a test recording
to make sure your PC will run stably over the period.
See additional information in the Section “Long Recordings”.
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6.1.7 Localization Settings
noiseLAB follows localization settings of your PC for language, time, and numerical representation settings. When time stamps are part of a file name, it
always follows the UTC format.
Projects are compatible between PC’s with different localization settings.
To ensure maximum portability between different PCs, operating systems and
language versions, follow the following conventions in project and file naming:




Avoid spaces and periods in the name.
Only use the English character set (a-z) and the digits 0-9
Use Underscore _ as a separator between words in the name.

This can especially be important if you work in an international organization or
project.
Do not change the font size of Windows. This may give undesirable appearance
of noiseLAB.
6.1.8 Project Conditions
Measurement conditions entered on the “Conditions” sub-tab sheet of the Input
Set-up are automatically applied to every recording after the conditions are entered or changed. This is a global setting. In addition you may apply individual Conditions settings to every Recording or Clip in Project, if desired.

6.2 Measurement Mode
When the Measure button is pressed, data from the A/D converters (digitizers)
is streamed to the graphs but no data is stored. You may freely select any graph
or analysis function for the right hand graph. The left hand graph is locked to
the Preview function. The Measurement mode is disabled in Edit mode.

6.3 Hard Disk Usage During Recording
The table below shows hard disk usage in GBytes for the sampling frequency
as a function of the number of channels included in the Recording. The calculations are made for a one hour Recording.
Sampling 1 Channel
Rate

2 Channels

4 Channels

8 Channels

44.1 kS/s

0.7 GB

1.4 GB

2.8 GB

5.6 GB

51.2 kS/s

0,8 GB

1.5 GB

3.0 GB

6.0 GB

Approximate disk space use per hour of data Recording in GBytes where 1
G=1x109.
The recording duration for noiseLAB Full Edition is limited by the available
disk space. Waveform data is stored in 32-bit floating point. To improve edit
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time performance, the Recorded data file contains additional “tracks” of decimated data and overload data.
Project FilesThe remaining disk space is shown during Recording. A new recording may not be started when less than 2 GByte of disk space is available.

“Analyze” is disabled during Recording.
Graphs and Analysis settings may freely be changed during a recording. This
may impact performance of the PC, and in worst case may result in a crash of
the recording.
RECOMMENDATION: You can reduce the computational load on your PC
during Recording by removing the check mark from “Enable Live Graphs” on
the Options sub-tab of the Advanced tab. This may give longer battery life, and
more stable long-term recording.
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7 Editor
When you edit a Recording you may adjust the beginning and ending points of
a Clip by viewing the waveforms or spectra and listening to the sound. Thus,
editing Recordings can higher quality results, because only the relevant sound
is selected for subsequent analysis.
Editing is non-destructive, and you may create multiple clips of the same Recording. Clips may overlap. All Clips are single channel.

7.1 Auditing files to improve edit quality
The accuracy of your measurements is determined not only by the quality of
your equipment, but also by your skill in selecting the relevant signals.
noiseLAB supports the process by letting you carefully audit your recorded
waveforms for relevance and integrity, and ensuring the unwanted noise such a
birds singing, is not included in the analysis.
7.1.1 Sound Playback
Hit the “Play” button (Shortcut Spacebar) to start or stop the playback at the
Blue cursor position. The Volume Control above the Preview graph gives you a
wide dynamic range so you also can hear very quiet recordings. Right Click on
the Volume Control to show or hide the Channel Assignment boxes just below
it. Recording channels 1-8 may be assigned to the Left (upper row) or Right
(lower row) output channels of your sound card.
The right hand graph will show a preview of the chosen analysis function during playback. During Playback you may show the Live-View Graph of a single
point on a graph, for example, the value of the 1000 Hz band of a third octave
spectrum, by right clicking on the graph cursor’s dB Value. The Live View
Graph may be scaled by entering the min or max values of the x and y axes.
The full front panel of noiseLAB Capture can be controlled again when the
Live View Window is closed.
WARNING: The Volume Control has a very wide dynamic range. Be careful
when switching from low level signals to loud signals as this may damage your
speakers or cause hearing damage.
7.1.2 Scrubbing
When moving a cursor on the Preview Graph, the spectrum or sound level at
the cursor position can be viewed in the graph to the right. You may move the
cursor using the mouse, or the Left and Right arrow keys for small steps, or the
Up/Down arrow keys for peak stepping. If you hold down the Shift Button, the
arrow keys control the Green Cursor, and with the Ctrl button they control the
Red Cursor.
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7.1.3 Overload
Red vertical lines on the Preview graph should overloaded sections of data.
These should not be included in an Analysis.

7.2 Graph Scaling
To examine any graph in greater detail, you can change the X and Y scales as
desired. noiseLAB by default autoscales the X axis, while leaving the Y axis
set to a manual range of more than 100 dB. This gives a good overview of your
Recordings or Clips by maintaining a fixed Y axis range.
By right clicking on any graph, you may select to Autoscale once, or to have
continuous autoscaling for the X or Y axes. The keyboard shortcuts X and Y,
give a single autoscale of the axis of the graph that the mouse hovers over. The
Zoom and Scroll bars at the bottom of a graph help you maneuver on a long
Recording or highly zoomed graph.
Click H if you lost your cursors, and they will be centered on the graph that the
mouse hovers over.
If the graph is zoomed too much, use the X or Y shortcuts to get back to see the
full graph.
Double click the start or end value of the X and Y Axes to manually set the
scales (Remember to have Autoscaling off).
Quick Tip: Numeric entries in noiseLAB may also be made in engineering notation, such as 1k for 1000 or 20u for 20 micro.
You can select the graph size to be Quarter, Wide, or Full. These may be activated for any graph when you hover the mouse over the graph and use the Q W
or F shortcuts. The background color of the graph can also be selected.

7.3 “Edit” Cursors
In “Edit” mode a Green and Red cursor appear to define the beginning and end
of a Clip.
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Play Volume
Channel
Start

End

Scroll

Zoom
Rec/Clip

Channels

Result List

In Edit mode, the lower half of the screen shows the Recordings list to the left,
and the Clip List to the Right. A “Clip” is defined as a section of a Recording.
All Clips are single channel.

7.3.1 Clip Creation
To Create a Clip, first select the Channel to view (using the control above the
Preview Graph)
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Position the Green and Red Cursors to define the beginning and end of the Clip.
The cursor may be positioned using any of the following methods:




Grab and position the Green and Red cursors with the mouse.
Enter the X and Y positions (in seconds) of the cursors in the lower
Green and Red numeric fields above the Graph.
Click (at the starting point), Drag while holding down the mouse button, Release at the end point. When using this method, make sure you
to not accidentally grab any cursor when you first Click (mouse down).

All of the above operations must be followed by hitting “Create Clip” button or using shortcut C. The created Clip will be colored Green on the Preview Plot, and its name will be shown in the Clip list.
An existing Clip may be adjusted by right clicking the desired Clip in the
Clip list, and selecting “Update Clip from Current Cursors”.
Quick Tip: To permit precise editing of long clips, you can zoom the X scale
of the graph to precisely position the Clip Cursor, and then used the Update
Clip function.
When you create a Clip, the original Recording is not modified, nor do you create space consuming copies of the original data. Instead, noiseLAB saves parameters which define the clip position and documentation (Metadata). Clips
may be renamed using the “Rename” function from the right-click menu.
7.3.2 Clip Viewing
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When working with multiple Recordings and Clips, noiseLAB helps keep you
oriented:











When you select a Clip, it is highlighted in Green. The Clip Cursors
(Green and Red) highlight that clip while still showing all other clips in
that Recording.
As you select different Clips, the Channel of the preview graph automatically follows the Channel of the Clip.
The “Mother” Recording of the Clip is highlighted (dark blue) in the
Recordings List, and her child Clips are indicated in grey in the Clip
list.
The number of Children associated with a given Recoding is shown in
the header of the Clip list (Clips in Group)
By selecting “Only Show Clip” the Preview Graph automatically zooms
to be slightly wider than the Clip.
Overlapping Clips are permitted and will be highlighted individually by
the Clip Cursors.
Creating of Clips is also possible with the Preview Graph in Full Screen
view (shortcut F). The Recording or Clip selectors under the graph are
used to navigate, the Clip cursors can be set as previously described,
and the clip can be created by hitting the C shortcut key.

7.3.3 Advanced Editing Functions

When editing multi-channel files, you may select whether you want to which
Channels to clip using the Clip Channels function
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7.3.3.1 Clip Channels








“All Channels” may be selected to create equal length clips for each
channel.
“Exclude Selected Ch.” is useful if you are viewing a Commentary
channel or timing channel and use it to create Clips on all other channels
“Include Selected Ch.” only Clips the selected channel.
“User List (Adv.)” only Clips the Channels selected on the Advanced
Tab sheet.
“All Recordings”: All Channels of All Recordings are converted to
Clips of full length independent of the Clip Cursor settings.

7.3.3.2 Peak Search

Allow the Up and Down cursors to either be used for Peak or Valley searching.
The Threshhold should typically be a low value such as -200 dB for Peak, and
+200 for valleys. The Peak Width may also be tuned using the settings on Advanced tab, subtab Editor.

7.3.3.3 Clip Length Padding

Adds a user-defined length before the start cursor and after the end cursor.
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7.3.3.4 Lock Cursor Spacing: Not implemented.
7.3.3.5 Clip Management options

Right clicking on a clip to rename a clip, or delete one or more clips, add annotation, or update a clip’s positions based on the current cursor settings. One or
more Clips can also be exported as .wav files.

7.4 Automatic Clip Naming
The Clip Naming tab lets you customize your Clip name when you “Create
Clip”. First use the Clip Naming Editor to customize the Clip Name. You may
customize the First and Second User Group and add a custom text at the beginning of the name (such as Monday), create pre- or post- indeces, or changed the
separatore between fields. Under “Try It!” you can play with your customizations and see the “Sample Name” preview in the grey box. Note that the Clip
Naming fields are also visible above the lower tab sheet so can use them when
browsing the Clips List. The Clip Index increments for each Clip created. Use
the “Reset Index” to start over at 0001.
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8 Measurement Functions
This Chapter describes some technical details regarding measurements in
noiseLAB.

8.1 Analysis Details: noiseLAB Capture
When you analyse a Recording or Clip, it may be a settling transient at the beginning. This may be due to the settling of the filter (such as A, B, or C
weighting filters) or by the Octave Filter Bank.
noiseLAB provides the following mechanisms to give as accurate results as
possible.
1. Sound Level Analysis: All sound level functions are computing using
the original sampling rate of the sound waveform. The output of the
RMS detector is also sampled at high sampling rates (100 Hz) to accurately capture the maximum and minimum values of the Sound Level
function such as Fast, Slow or Impulse.
Ln values are based on the Fast time constant are sampled at high rates
to ensure accurate measurements. For this reason noiseLAB may show
higher Ln values than other instruments which do not sample fast
enough to accurately capture all peaks.
2. 1/N Octave Analysis: Averaging of data is first started after all filters
have settled. The settling time is automatically computed depending on
the filter bandwidth: For example 1/24 octave filters will have the
longest settling time. The settling time is reported in the Results table
for Octave analysis. Settling time can be shortened by using a higher
low frequency limit in the Octave Analysis settings.
3. FFT Analysis: The FFT Block size is not set explicitly by the user. Internally, noiseLAB operates with freely selectable block sizes in steps
of one, giving the end user high flexibility in selecting frequency resolution. Thus noiseLAB is not restricted to block sizes in a binary sequence as often found in instrumentation. Resolution (=line spacing) is
set on the front panel of noiseLAB. The actual resolution achieved is
reported on the Results list with 6 decimals resolution and is also output
to Excel. The following example shows the actual resolution where the
user has entered a desired resolution of 11 Hz.
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8.2 noiseLAB Batch Processor:

8.2.1 Fast Sound Level
The strip charts of the Sound Level in noiseLAB have a resolution of 125 ms.
internally, noiseLAB computes new Fast Sound levels every 2 ms, and then
displays the highest of these values every 125 ms.
8.2.2 Leq
Leq is the equivalent sound level with equal weighting over the entire clip. Leq
is computed with extremely high resolution and displayed with 0.01 dB resolution. .
8.2.3 Statistics
The Max Sound Level and the statistical values are based on the Fast Sound
Level.
Statistical values are based on bin widths of 0.1 dB. Due to advanced interpolation algorithms the actual values may be shown with greater resolution that
0.1 dB.
8.2.4 Peak Level
The Peak Level is the highest instantaneous level of the sound waveform. For
example, with a 44.1 kS/s sampling rate, samples which are the basis for the
Peak value are taken at an interval of equal to the reciprocal of the sampling
rate. (24.4 microsecond intervals)

8.3 Octave Analysis
noiseLAB provides 1/N octave analysis with the minimum and maximum frequencies shown on screen. These can be changed by the user.
The filters conform to the IEC 61620 standard and have the “binary” center
frequency spacing.
The actual settling and analysis time is also shown in the table. The result table
shows whether or not the filters have settled. Only results with “Filter Settled”
are valid

8.4 FFT Analysis
1. noiseLAB Capture provides a frequency resolution from 1 Hz to 500
Hz (1 Hz to 100 Hz in the Batch Processor) which can be set in very
small step sizes. (The range of resolutions depends on which edition of
noiseLAB you have purchased.) The default overlap is 50%, but this
may be changed on the “Advanced” tab. (noiseLAB Batch only)
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Traditional FFT analyzers often work with “transform size” (typically a “binary” number such as 512, 1024, etc). Based on the transform size and the sampling frequency you can then derive the frequency resolution.
With noiseLAB, you simply set your desired bandwidth, and noiseLAB selects
the necessary transform size to give you the result. With the modern FFT algorithms used in noiseLAB there are no longer any constraints on having to use
“binary” transform sizes. Thus noiseLAB uses any transform size necessary to
give the desired bandwidth. It should be noted that this has a relatively small
performance impact in terms of computing times.
With the Window set to “0%” there is no overlap (the only setting in noiseLAB
Capture)

8.5 Analysis Times
Analysis times depend on many factors including how many functions are selected, as well as the performance of you PC and its disk systems. The analysis
time is reported on the Advanced/Options Tab Sheet. Especially 1/N octave
Analysis (1/24th octave) the Analysis time will increase significantly.
For the following functions in the Batch Processor, analysis time may be signicant: Tone Analysis, Nordic Impulse Method, Sound Quality Metrics.
noiseLAB automatically exploits the advantages of multi-core processors, and
in many cases they can give significant performance improvements.
8.5.1 Overload
Overload is indicated by red vertical bars on the Preview. It is the user responsibility to remove overloaded data from measurements.
8.5.2 Underrange
It is recommended to make a recording of the system background noise in a
quiet environment with a dummy over the microphone to minimize the noise.
Typical analyses, such as for Sound Level, FFT and Octave Spectra with settings normally used should be made and saved and compared to the actual
measurement to ensure that there is adequate signal to noise ratio in the measurement.
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9 noiseLAB Capture Keyboard Shortcuts
Cursors
Arrow right/left to single step cursor
Arrow up/down to Peak step cursor. (Can be customized on Advanced Tab
Edit mode
Shift Arrow key: Moves Green Cursor
CTRL Arrow key: Moves Red Cursor
Create Clips (Edit Mode)
Cursor down, drag, release to select Clip range
Followed by C (Create Clip)
Graph Size: When hovering over a graph:
W for wide graph display
F for full graph display
Q for Quarter Graph Display.
Graph Axes
X for one time X autoscale
Y for one time Y autoscale
H to find Cursor (H=Home)
Manual Axes settings:
Enter desired min and max X and Y axis values as desired
(Autoscale on the right click menu should be off)
Sound Playback Start/Stop (Spacebar)
Edit Mode Off:
Starts at the Blue cursor position
Edit Mode On
Select a Clip
Play always starts at beginning of Clip
Analyze: (A): Select one or more Recordings and hit the Analyze Button.
Wait for the Result under the Result Tab.
Export (E) to Excel.
T Toggle Tip Strips ON/OFF
Previewing your signals:
The upper left-hand graph shows the Sound Level Preview.
Listen to the signal using the “Play” button (Shortcut Space)
Drag the blue cursor to Preview a one second block of the signal.
Preview Sound Level, 1/N Octave Spectrum or FFT Spectrum on the right graph.
Click in the Recording list to Preview other Recordings.
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10 Hardware Installation
noiseLAB will operate with two types of digitizers:


Sound Cards (either internal or external)



Certain National Instruments DSA Cards.

DELTA strongly recommends the use of compatible National Instruments cards
since these are provided with traceable factory calibration, and are less vulnerable to operator error in practical use and provide 24-bit digitizers. noiseLAB is
tested with NI-USB 9233 and NI-USB 9234. DELTA does not guarantee operation with other digitizers than these, although the list of digitizers may be
updated from time to time.

10.1 National Instruments Digitizers
10.1.1 Drivers
Drives for National Instruments (DAQ-MX) are automatically installed by
noiseLAB Capture. Driver installation may take 10 to 25 minutes depending on
your PCs performance. With subsequent updates of noiseLAB the installation
will be much faster, if the drivers already are installed. You should not manually install or uninstall DAQ-MX since noiseLAB is only tested with the particular driver delivered with it.
10.1.2 Internal cards
Internal digitizers may be PCI bus based digitizers, or interface cards to external PXI Chassis.
Before installing or removing cards mounted inside the PC, turn off the computer and remove power. Follow all safety and pre-caution warnings in your
computer documentation!
Insert the card into the computer carefully following the instructions provided
by the card manufacturer. Turn on the Computer.
Start noiseLAB Capture, go to the Input Tab and select Analog Input where
you configure the desired card and settings.
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10.1.3 USB based digitizers
Connect and disconnect these digitizers while noiseLAB Capture is closed.
You do not need to power down the PC when connecting these, and the “Safe
Removal” often provided External Disks is not relevant for these digitizers.
CAUTION: Do not connect or remove the USB card to the computer with
noiseLAB Capture active.
10.1.4 Browsing of connected hardware
You may browse available National Instruments hardware and run self-tests
using the Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) from National Instruments which is also installed automatically by noiseLAB Capture. Press the
Blue Eagle icon on the right part of the Input Set-up tab shown on the Figure
above.
WARNING: Changes of the input settings of noiseLAB Capture must
NOT be made while NI MAX is Open.
10.1.5 User with wireless digitizers
The National Instrument NI 9233 and NI 9234 may be delivered with Ethernet
or WiFi connectivity. Contact NI for more information. These wireless connections must be set up and configured in NI MAX. After Set-up, MAX must be
closed and noiseLAB Capture launched. The configured channels will then be
accessible in noiseLAB Capture.
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10.2 Sound Cards
WARNING: DELTA does not support certified sound measurements with
sound cards.
Make sure noiseLAB is closed and connect the card to the computer.
Open the Windows Volume Control and go to the advanced settings. Select
the Sound Card desired.
Start noiseLAB, go to the Hardware settings and select the Sound Card. You
may need to experiment with the Sound Card Recording volume control to get
the optimum dynamic range. Make sure that your computer is not running other applications that can affect the recording level.
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11 Software
11.1 Operating System and Computer Configuration
noiseLAB is supported on Windows XP Professional Service Pack through
Windows 7. noiseLAB is not yet fully tested on Windows 8 or 8.1. Please see
the noiseLAB home page at http://noiseLAB.dk for information on the latest
service packs. noiseLAB is not tested on Windows Vista.
When accessing noiseLAB 3.0 files on Windows 7 or beyond, noiseLAB Batch
Processor must be run in Administrator mode.
64-bit versions of the operating system are strongly recommended.
Generally, for Recording applications, we recommend that you use a dedicated
computer configured with as few other applications as possible. This will give
the most reliable performance. Ideally, the compute running noiseLAB Capture
will give best performance if virus scan, firewalls, and automatic updates, both
from Windows and from you IT department, are turned off. You may need to
work with your IT department regarding policies for corporate network access.
To use noiseLAB for post-processing of Recordings, the real time requirements
are not as rigid as for noiseLAB Capture. Therefore, a computer with classic IT
management tools active such as virus scan, update services etc. will not have
critical an impact, although there may be some speed constraints. Also, any
crashes occurring when the Batch Processor is used are not catastrophic in that
the Batch Processor only reads the raw files and projects and does not modify
them.
Your hard disks must be formatted using NTFS which permits use of larger
disk sizes. When Recording, noiseLAB Capture
Proper operation of noiseLAB requires a minimum of 4 GByte memory, An 8
MByte machine will give slightly more available main memory for noiseLAB,
which currently is a 32-bit application. Minimum Processor Requirement:
1.8GHz dual core processor. If you use 4 channels or more, the minimum requirement is a dual core 2.5 GHZ processor with 4 GByte of memory. Screen
Resolution must be a minimum of 1024 x 768 pixels. The noiseLAB window
size is not scalable. In some cases, a quad core processor may give better overall performance.
CAUTION: Virus scan, firewall, automatic updates, and all other scheduled
processes must be turned off for proper operation of noiseLAB. Please contact
your system administrator for information regarding this.

11.2 Download and Installation
noiseLAB 4.0 consists of two separate programs:
noiseLAB Capture
noiseLAB Batch
which can be downloaded from
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http://noiseLAB.dk
For each of these, open the folder with the downloaded file and run the
.exe file. You should first install noiseLAB Capture. Double Click the file and
the installation will proceed automatically. You will be prompted to reply to
one or more license agreements and the installation may also request access to
the internet.
A Quick Guide with shortcuts is available from the ? button in the upper right
hand corner. Right clicking on this button, gives additional options, such as
read me file and User’s Guide.
11.2.1 First time Execution/License key code
Launch noiseLAB Capture from the Start Programs menu of Windows. You
will be prompted to enter your Name, Company, and License key.
For noiseLAB Batch, the license information must be entered on the Advanced
Tab.
11.2.2 Demo mode
Press the "Run in Demo Mode" if you have downloaded the demo version of
noiseLAB. (If the Registration Screen disappears, click on the noiseLAB
Splash Screen)
No license is required to run in the free demo mode. Once you enter a legitimately owned license code, the demo program is activated with full functionality.
11.2.3 License Conditions.
By launching noiseLAB you agree to the conditions in the License of
noiseLAB found in the "About" noiseLAB menu.
Please visit the noiselab.dk for news and support.
It is a violation of noiseLAB License conditions to transfer the product to other
individuals or organizations without the explicit written permission of DELTA.
It is a violation of noiseLAB License conditions to transfer your license key
others.

11.2.4 Upgrade Advanced or Professional Editions
If you have purchased an upgrade to noiseLAB, enter the new License Key you
have received. Note: Your Full Name and Company must precisely match the
registration information you gave when purchasing noiseLAB. The key code
must also be entered precisely. All the information is case sensitive and is also
sensitive to invisible trailing spaces in each field.
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11.2.5 Un-Installation
In Windows, navigate to the Control Panel and Add/Remove Programs. Go
to noiseLAB Capture or noiseLAB Batch on the list and click Remove.
CAUTION: Before uninstalling, make sure you have noted your license number since it will also be deleted from your computer when you Uninstall.
Note: Project folder will not be removed by the un-install function of Windows. Since this folder can contain large amounts of data, results and Reports,
you must manually remove these. This is to protect you from inadvertently removing files should you need to re-install or un-install noiseLAB.
The Project Folder (default locations) is located under the Documents folder.
It is your responsibility to track any other locations at which project folders are
located.

11.3 International Considerations
Character sets
noiseLAB supports the local character sets of your computer. However, due to
the very large number of character sets provided by Windows, DELTA cannot
test all these configurations. If you encounter problems with non-English character sets, we recommend that you change your computer settings to English.
Size of Characters
Always use the 100% size in the general Windows Settings.
Decimal Point Settings
noiseLAB 4.0 uses the decimal point settings and conventions that follow your
computer’s settings. This applies both to time, front panel, and Exported files.
Time Settings
noiseLAB uses a 24 hour clock as default. This cannot be changed.
WARNING: DO NOT CHANGE THE CLOCK DURING A MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE. CALIBRATION HISTORY IS ASSOCIATED
WITH TIME STAMPS, AND CHANGING THE CLOCK IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SEQUENCE MAY RESULT IN APPLICATION OF ERRONEOUS CALIBRATION DATA.
WARNING: Do not make measurements at the time when local time
switches between normal time and daylight savings time.

11.4 National Instruments Driver installation
See Section Drivers

To perform internal calibration of National Instruments Hardware, refer to National Instruments documentation.
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noiseLAB Capture supports a wide range of National Instruments DSA products including. Note: At present the USB-9233,USB-9234 are formally tested
and certified for use with noiseLAB 4.0
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12 .wav import and export
noiseLAB can import .wav files for subsequent analysis.

12.1 IMPORTANT WARNINGS
WARNING: The .wav format includes over 20 different types of sound
formats, many of which are not suitable for certified sound measurements!

CAUTION: Great care must be taken when working with wave files. It is
your responsibility to make sure that


Proper sampling frequencies and A /D converter resolution is used.
noiseLAB supports sampling frequencies of 44.1 kS/s, 48 kS/s, 50 kS/s,
51.2 kS/s and 96 kS/s.



Data resolution must be at least 16 bits, and must not be compressed.
(Compressed formats such as MP-3 are not supported)



It is your responsibility to certify the part of the measurement chain that
includes .wav file import.



noiseLAB Capture can upsample signals with lower sampling frequencies to 44.1 kS/s, but these cannot be used for Type 1 measurements.

Please feel free to contact DELTA if you have any questions about the suitability of your .wav format for Type 1 noise measurements.

12.2 Exporting your signals to .wav files
NOTE: The calibration of noiseLAB Capture does not apply to exported
wave files.

See Section 5.3.1
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13 Advanced Topics
13.1 Performance
On the Options Tab sheet of the Advanced Tab of noiseLAB Capture, you may
disable Live graph display to reduce the CPU load during recording. This can
also reduce battery consumption.
The Analysis performance shows the total analysis time for the last Analysis
along with the relative speed factor compared to the real time analysis. For example, if you analyze a 60-second, 2-channel recording in 10 seconds, then this
is 12 times faster than real time (120 s /10 s). For large analysis jobs, this can
help you tune which analysis functions should be active and how different settings affect the processing time. noiseLAB is designed to use parallel cores as
efficiently as possible. You can see this in the Windows task manager. This
gives faster processing speed but also a higher thermal load on the PC. For long
analyses, your PC may automatically “throttle” or slow down its processing to
prevent thermal overload if the PC is in an environment where the temperature
is high or the PCs cooling is inadequate.

13.2 Long Recordings
The maximum recording duration of noiseLAB is internally set to one month,
but you should carefully consider the following guidelines:
1. Accuracy of time axis. The starting point of the time axis is set by the
Windows internal clock, which normally is automatically synchronized
to trusted time servers. From this starting point, the time is determined
by counting samples. The sampling rate is determined by the accuracy
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of the clock in the digitizer. For example, the NI USB 9234 has a typically accuracy of 50 ppm, which means that worst case the clock may
drift up to about 4 seconds per day. Use of GPS synchronized digitizers
or digitizers with more accurate clocks is recommend for longer recordings.
WARNING: If your PC has been offline (i.e. not connected to
the Internet) for a long time, the clock of the PC may have a
significant clock error which will impact the quality of your
documentation. Always check your PC clock before starting a
measurement.

2. The longer the Recording, the greater the risk of crash due to the nature
of Windows and associated applications. To minimize this risk for
critical long-duration recordings, it is important to disable potentially
disturbing background processes such as virus scans, automatic updates, disk indexing, to name a few. A PC with adequate memory and
disk space also helps reduce this risk. In addition, as a rule of thumb
an average CPU load of 50% should not be exceeded, since this may
result in data acquisition buffer over/underflow and resulting crashes.
In addition, disk systems should have high performance to be able to
handle unexpected bursts high I/O. Internal SSD disk of at least 256
GB is recommended, and external disks should be USB-3. Disks
should not be used when nearly full, and should be reformatted before
starting critical recordings.
3. Thermal issues during demanding high-channel count recording may
result is degraded performance.
4. Networking should be turned off during Recording.
5. Web browsers, Java apps, Flash Players, Skype and the like must be
turned off. Autostart of these and other programs must be disabled.
6. Turn off the Live Graphs on the Advanced Tab.
7. Remote desktop access of the PC during Recording greatly increases
the risk of crash.
8. If you do not have experience in setting up the above parameters, we
recommend that you get help for an IT specialist or system administrator.
9. Before starting a critical long term recording, set up the PC as recommended, and make a test recording, preferably overnight, since many
background processes are often set to run at night.
10. Since PCs are not, designed for long-term, high-performance real time
processing, DELTA cannot guarantee that a given configuration can
reproducibly attain a given recording duration.
11. For time slice analysis with FFT, the combination of number of slices
and number of lines in the FFT spectra determines whether you can
export to Excel. This will to some extent depend on your PC, but typi-
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cally, you should not have more than 200 slices in a single analysis
with 3 Hz resolution.
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14 Advanced Topics: noiseLAB Capture and noiseLAB Batch
In this chapter we will describe certain useful aspects of noiseLAB Capture for
the advanced user.

14.1 Hard Disk Usage During Recording
The table below shows hard disk usage in GBytes for the sampling frequency
as a function of the number of channels included in the Recording. The calculations are made for a one hour Recording.
Sampling 1 Channel
Rate

2 Channels

4 Channels

8 Channels

44.1 kS/s

0.7 GB

1.4 GB

2.8 GB

5.6 GB

51.2 kS/s

0,8 GB

1.5 GB

3.0 GB

6.0 GB

Approximate disk space use per hour of data Recording in GBytes where 1
G=1x109.
The recording duration for noiseLAB Full Edition is limited by the available
disk space. Waveform data is stored in 32-bit floating point. To improve edit
time performance, the Recorded data file contains additional “tracks” of decimated data and overload data.

14.2 Project Files
WARNING: Any files associated with noiseLAB must not be edited, renamed, or moved. This can result in product crash, errors, or unpredictable results. Manipulating these files in any way also invalidates the certification of noiseLAB to make measurements to applicable standards.
14.2.1 Project File Types








.nlp files are project files for noiseLAB 3.0.xx
.nlpro files are project files for noiseLAB 4.0.xx
.nlrc are small project files to communicate recordings and clip information between noiseLAB Capture 4.0 and noiseLAB Batch 4.0
.tdms files contain the recorded waveforms and associated metadata.
.tmds files may also be used to store Results.
.tdmsindex files and index support files to give greater performance
when reading large tdms files. Do not try to open or delete these index
files. They will be automatically re-created if you do so, but this may
take some time.
noiseLAB also uses additional internal files to support product operation.
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14.3 Moving Project Files
When you move a project file you must move the entire file folder and its contents without renaming any folders or files.
WARNING: Folder hierarchies must not be changed or renamed.

14.4 Use with External Disk Drives
noiseLAB can be used with high-speed external disk drives. To ensure adequate performance, DELTA recommends use of USB-3 drives. Drives must be
NTFS formatted.
You may create a New Project at any user accessible file location.

14.5 Sampling Rates/Resolution
noiseLAB supports multiple sampling rate in a single Project
WARNING: Care should be taken with Excel output data, because the time
axis shown in the first column is only correct for the first data column, if different sampling rates are used. Likewise, the for FFT spectra, the frequency values
shown in the first column are only precisely correct for the first data column if
different sampling rates are used.
Sound cards are only supported with selected sampling rates and bit widths.

WARNING: It is the responsibility of the user to ensure the recorded or imported wave files have the necessary sampling rate and resolution, and are
properly calibrated. The certification of noiseLAB only applies to use of the
program with specified National Instruments hardware products.
SPDIF inputs: The sampling rate must always be set to 44.1 kS/s and the resolution is always 16 bits.
National Instruments PCI-4472 and PCI-4474 are supported with sampling
rates of 22.05 kS/s, 44.1 kS/s, 48.0 kS/s, 50.0 kS/s, 51.2 kS/ and have full 24bit support in noiseLAB. The USB-9233 is supported with a sampling rate of
50 kS/s. USB-9234 is supported with a sampling rate of 51.2 kS/s.
WARNING: Although noiseLAB supports upsampling of signals with lower
sampling rates than 44.1 kS/s, the unsampled files do not conform to any sound
level meter standards.
RECOMMENDATION: Always use a sampling frequency of at least 48 kS/s.
This gives higher accuracy at the high end of the audio frequency range, and
gives tighter conformance to type 1 Standards.
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14.6 Display of A-weighted plots during Recording
14.6.1 Normal mode of operation
When noiseLAB records sound data, it assumes that the signal you feed into
noiseLAB does not have any frequency weighting such as A, B, or C, but is
Linearly weighted.
This input signal displayed in the Preview Graph is always A-weighted Fast
Sound Level, both in the Recording and Edit modes. During recording
noiseLAB also creates an Extract file containing of A weighted sound levels at
20 ms intervals, and this file is displayed in the Edit mode.
For vibration signals, the Preview Graph will have a linear frequency weighting
and the Fast time constant.
In the Analysis mode, noiseLAB applies the weighting that you select to the
original Linearly weighted waveform recordings,.
14.6.2 noiseLAB and externally A weighted input signals
Some users prefer to perform the A-weighting externally to noiseLAB, for example by using the AC-output signal (A Weighted) from an external sound level meter and feeding it into noiseLAB.
In this case, the Graphs displayed in the Recorder and Editor modes will be
double A weighted, clearly an undesirable situation. You can still use the
Analysis functions, but they should always be made with the Linear weighting
since the input signal is already A Weighted. In these cases, noiseLAB cannot
document the correct weighting function on screen.
WARNING: DELTA strongly advices against making A-Weighted or other weightings external to noiseLAB. In addition you overall accuracy will
be reduced, and the certification of noiseLAB does not cover use with externally A-weighted Recordings.
Historically, there was a tradition to record A-weighted signals on tape recorders since this improved the effective dynamic range compared to making Linearly weighted recorders. However, with modern recording devices, such as
noiseLAB, the dynamic range is much higher than on traditional analog recorders, and therefore it is now recommended to record with Linear weighting.
This has several advantages: In the post-processing software you can always
apply any type of signal processing or weighting filter. This would not be possible if the input signal were A weighted. For example, you can come back a
year later and perform Low frequency measurements on the original data,
where this would not have been possible with acceptable accuracy and dynamic
range, if the recording were A weighted.
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In practice recording linearly will also give you higher accuracy and reproducibility for your measurements.
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15 noiseLAB Batch Processor
15.1 Introductory Notes

The word “Batch” indicates the many files can be analysed in one operation
called a “Batch”.
If noiseLAB Capture and noiseLAB Batch are open at the same time, only one
may be used actively to prevent file contention issues. For example, this means
that you must not be running an analysis on one while editing on the other.
WARNING: If you edit or calibrate signals in noiseLAB Capture, these
changes will first be “picked up” by the Batch Processor, after a new “Get
File” operation.
Launch the noiseLAB Batch from the Windows Start Programs menu under
DELTA or a shortcut on your desktop.
NOTE: If you want to work with noiseLAB 3.0 projects under Windows 7 or
later, you must to launch noiseLAB Batch in “Run as Administrator”

15.2 Compatibility
To process projects from noiseLAB 3.0.xx use the import project type .nlp (set
on the Analysis tab Sheet.
To process projects from noiseLAB Capture use the import project type .nlrc.
When an .nlrc project is loaded, a Recording preview of the Sound Level is
show for the selected Recording.
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15.3 Analysis Selection
The top part of the front panel controls the major modes and analysis settings.

Set-up
Signal Type
Set-up control: Switches between three major modes:
1. Set-up: Shows all Clips of the chosen Signal Type. Lets you
select the Clips to Analyze using the parameters selected in the
top two lines next to the Set-up and Signal Type buttons.
2. Result: Displays analysis results in graphical or table form, and
exporting graphs and tables of these. Result display, cursors,
and Export are controlled by the row of controls directly above
the Graph.
3. Summary: For Displaying a summary of Tone Analysis Results (is blank for all other Measurement types).
Signal Type: Selects Sound or Vibration Signals. The noiseLAB project file is
automatically filtered to only show signals of the chosen type.
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Weighting: Choice of Z (Linear), A, B, or C. The selected filter applies to All
analysis types except Sound Quality.
Sound Level: The selected time constant applies to sound level measurements
and Statistical analysis. Additional Sound Level related functions can be selected on the Analysis Tab.
To optimize performance (speed and memory), select only the functions necessary. This is especially import for High Res Time Base which is very memory
intensive.

Octave: Select 1/1, 1/3, 1/6, 1/12 and 1/24 octave analysis. The associated
frequency range should be set as high as possible to avoid the long settling
times associated with low frequency octave filters. The linear RMS average of
Spectra is computed.
The infrasound A and low frequency G Weighting: These will automatically
be computed and shown in the Result table if all of the following three conditions are present:


Weighting set to Linear.



1/3 octave



4 Hz or 1 Hz lower frequency of the frequency range. .
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These are computed by applying weighting factors to individual third
octave bands.

FFT: Line Spacing in Hz or decimal fractions thereof. If the actual line spacing of the analysis is different than what you set, this will be shown when the
analysis is completed and be included in the exported results. noiseLAB automatically selects the closest block size possible. Unlike traditional FFT analyzers, the FFT block size is settable in steps of one sample, giving great flexibility
in FFT resolution settings.
Window (default Hanning), FFT Overlap, and Maximum FFT analysis frequency is set on under FFT Settings on the Analysis Tab.
Tone Analysis: The Slope Criterion of 1 dB is default. Set to higher values for
less sensitivity to noise in the FFT spectra. A Frequency Line Spacing of 3 Hz
is recommended as a starting point, and you should analyze clips that are at
least 60 seconds long. Tone Analysis should be made with the Hanning
weighting. These guidelines will vary on signal type, measurement conditions
and different standard requirements.
Advanced Tone Settings are shown on the Analysis Tab.
You can also perform Tone Analysis on imported FFT Spectra. Select the Import File Type on the Analysis tab. Six different formats for FFT spectra can
be imported.
To make a new Tone Analysis with changed tone parameters press the little
button to the right of the Slope field. If this button blinks, the tone parameters
have changed, press the button to re-calculate the tone results.
CAUTION: Do not attempt tone analysis on non-tone spectra or very short
term spectra. These spectra may have hundreds of meaningless peaks and may
result in extremely long computing times/memory overflow or program crash.
For more noisy spectra with short averaging times, set higher slope settings.
Time Slice Analysis: A “Sequence” consists of a number of equal length Slices. Set the Slice length in seconds. All analysis types selected are performed on
each Time Slice and for the combination of all Slices. The minimum “Car” duration is 0.125 s and can be set in steps of 0.125 s. Slice Lengths lower than 1
second must not be used for FFT.

In the above graph, a Car is the previous terminology used in noiseLAB 3 and
is now from noiseLAB 4 called Slice.
WARNING: With short time slices, meaningless results may be generated
due to filters not settling or insufficient averaging time related to the slice
duration.
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For 1/N Octave Analysis it is particularly important to note the Filter Settled
column in the Results table.

WARNING: Note that the first Slice the Filter Settled is False. The data
and graphs for this slice are invalid at all frequencies.
If the Clip Duration is longer than the sum of all the Slices, the remaining part
of the Clip is not analyzed. For example, a 32 second Clip which is analyzed
with 5 second long Slices, will have a leftover of 32 – (5x6)= 2 seconds which
will not be analyzed.
WARNING: For Files from noiseLAB 3.0.17:
When using a sampling frequency of 44100 Hz, there will be a time
slippage of 1/8 of a second about every 1370 s for Octave and Sound
Level Analysis using the Batch Processor. Therefore you should restrict the Clips you analyze with these seetings to this duration. This
does not impact FFT analysis, and any other sampling frequencies is
only the case for files from noiseLAB 4.0 (noiseLAB Capture).
Previous versions of the Batch Processor (Version 3) also had a time
slippage of FFT files in “Train Analysis” for files recording under the
above conditions. This has been rectified in noiseLAB 4.0.

15.4 Selection of Recordings Clips
noiseLAB Batch 4.0 may directly analyse any imported Recording without the
need to first create a Clip. Clips are created by noiseLAB Capture (previously
noiseLAB 3.0).
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From the lower part of the screen select one or more Clips which you want to
analyze. User CTRL Click to select individual clips, and SHIFT Click to define
the start and end of a range of Clips (as is normal in Windows). Press Analyze
(Shortcut A or a or [End].

15.5 Analysis
When you press Analyze, the display automatically switches from Set-up to
Result.
To select a new set of Clips, you must switch back to Set-up.
WARNING: Do not operate the front panel during analysis, because this will
result in inconsistent settings. The Analyze Button will blink if you do not
have a set of consistent settings, or need to make a new analysis.
A status line at the top of the window will indicate the progress of the analysis.
In addition, text in the analysis button will also show progress for complex
analysis types such as Tone and Impulse analysis.

You may abort the analysis (except Tone Analysis) using the Stop button. Data shown on the screen after you abort the analysis using Stop may be incomplete or inconsistent. Do not use these results!
Note: Every time you press Analyze, the selected analysis functions are performed on the original recorded waveforms. Since this may take considerable
amount of time, it is a good idea to carefully choose which analysis types you
wish to perform. You may view the total analysis time used on the Advanced
Tab, Internal Sub-tab.

At the end of the analysis, the Analysis button will revert to its original appearance. You may now view your analysis results.
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All Analysis is non-destructive: Your original waveform recordings are not
affected. This means you can come back to the same noiseLAB Projects
months or years later, and perform new analyses on the same original recordings. However, the analysis results will be overwritten when you perform a
new analysis. Therefore, save results to Excel and save the desired graphs before starting a new analysis.
CAUTION: Always make back-up copies of your entire noiseLAB project(s)
folders.
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16 Viewing Results in the Batch Processor
16.1 Sound or Vibration Level
All the following Sound or Vibration Level Related Measurements are shown
on the graph with a time resolution of 125 ms which is also the step size of the
Blue Cursor. All Results also have the same weighting. The results are also
shown in the Overview table below the graph. Both the table and graph may be
exported using the “Save” buttons.



Leq: The linear RMS average over the selected Clip or Slice duration.



Max: Is the sound or vibration Level with the chosen time constant
shown in 125 ms increments. The displayed value is the maximum
sound level in each of these increments and corresponds to the results
you would see on a sound level meter display or plotted on a level recorder with a given time constant. Table Value/Total Value: The Maximum sound level over the entire clip/car.



Min SL: The minimum level with the chosen time constant. Table
Value/Total Value: The lowest sound level over the entire clip/car.



Peak: The highest peak value in 125 ms increments. Peak is the highest positive or negative value of the instantaneous time signal (at the
sampling rate chosen) with the selected Weighting. The equivalent
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time constant is the reciprocal of the sampling frequency: for example
20 microseconds with a sampling frequency of 50 kS/s. Table Value/Total Value: The highest peak sound level over the entire clip/car.


Impulse: Sound level detected using the Impulse Time constant. Table
Value/Total Value: The Maximum Impulse sound level over the entire
clip/car.



3s Takt max/5 s Takt max: (Shown in the Column title “Leq 3” and
“Leq 5”. The highest sound level using the selected time constant and
weighting in 3 or 5 second intervals. Use Fast for Takt max calculationns. Table Value/Total Value: The Maximum Fast sound level of all
blocks within the entire clip/car. Note: If the Clip duration is not an integer multiple of the Takt duration, the “leftover” will not be analyzed.
If you have chosen Train Analysis, and the Car Duration is less than 3
or 5 seconds, the respective values Leq 3s and Leq 5s will not be
shown.



2 ms dt: This function is activated with a checkmark by the High Res
Time Base on the Analysis tab. Shows the Max Level with a time axis
resolution of approximately 2 ms. To select another value of at least 10
ms hit the button to the right of “Short Time”. Hit the button again to
revert to ~ 2 ms. These controls first become visible when the analysis
has been made.
Useful for analyzing transients or rapidly varying signals. Can be used
in conjunction with the Custom Time constant. Table Value/Total
Value: The Maximum sound level over the entire clip/car.

CAUTION: You should not use the “Short Time” analysis on a single Clip of
more than 10 minutes duration, in that this may cause memory overflow/crash.

16.2 Statistics
The values of L0.1, L1, L5, L10, L50, L90, L95, L99, and L99.9 are shown
graphically as well as in the results table. These values are computed with the
selected time constant and Weighting.
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16.3 Octave Analysis

The 1/N octave spectrum that has been computed is shown in the graph, and the
numeric values are shown in the table below the graph. Note that because a 1
Hz lower frequency setting and the Z (Linear) frequency weighting was chosen:
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The G weighted Infra sound level and A Weighted Low Frequency values are computed.
The settling time is very long, with the filter bank first having settled in
Slice 23 (corresponding to 23 s), meaning that the third octave results
must first be used from Slice 23 and forward.
As a rule of thumb, the settling time of the 1/Nth Octave Filter bank is
approximately 5 times the reciprocal of the bandwidth of the lowest filter. In the above example, the 1 Hz filter has a bandwidth of 23%, and
which gives a settling time of approximately 22. However you should
always rely on the exact status given in the Filter Settled column.

Note: If you change the Octave Bandwidth or Frequency Range, a new analysis
must be made. The yellow color of the Analyze button will remind you of this.
Note: If the G (Infra), A (LF) and Lin values were not computed an advisory
message on the screen above the table showing conditions that must be set for
these analyses to be computed. This is shown as follows:

WARNING: If the “Filter Settled” indicator is not green or the “Filter Settled” status in the octave table is FALSE, then all 1/N Octave related
measurements for that Clip or Car are invalid and you must discard them.
This includes G (Infra), A (LF) and Lin values.

16.4 Spectrum (FFT Analysis)
The spectrum is shown in the graph, and a summary of spectrum analysis parameters is shown in the table below the graph. The Number of Spectra is
useful in computing the accuracy of the measurement for random noise. This
number always assumes 50% overlap irrespective if the aof the actual overlap
used is 50% or greater, since an overlap factor greater than 50% does not significantly improve accuracy. The number of independent spectra determines
the error (in decimal form) for random signals according to the formula:
√
Where N is the Number of independent. The formula is reasonably accurate for
an epsilon value of less than 0.1 (10%). xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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16.5 Tone Analysis
noiseLAB Batch Processor performs automatic tone analysis according to ISO
1996-2 Annex 3. The standard defines the methods for making the analysis, but
also requires that the user evaluates the results of the calculation, and if necessary makes corrections. The Batch Processor supports both automatic and
manual tone calculation (Professional Version Only).
16.5.1 Typical Tone Settings
The Batch Processor’s default settings are in conformance with the recommendations of the standard.


Frequency Line Spacing: 3 Hz



Weighting Window: Hanning, giving an effective bandwidth of 4.5 Hz



Frequency weighting: A



Regression Range: (0.75 dB) (On the Advanced Tab)

In addition to the parameters in the standard, you can restrict the frequency
range over which you wish to seek for tones (Lower and Upper Frequency under Tone Parameters on the Advanced Tab). This is useful for removing frequencies outside the range of interest, or very non-uniform spectra.
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16.5.2 Viewing and Working Tone Results (a guided tour)
The results are shown in a graph with a table of results beneath (Tone Analysis
Overview).

The graph shows the Frequency Spectrum and different colors indicate the various tone parts in the spectrum. To see the entire spectrum press the little green
autoscale button at the top of the left axis (Shortcut is Y or the Page Up key).
Now scale the X Axis by hitting the little green button at the right side of the X
axis (Short cut X or Page Down key).
To see the meaning of the different colors, press the little button in the upper
right corner just outside the graph. .

The meaning of the various terms and colors is defined in ISO 1996-2.


The Black Square Box is the Critical Band indicator (CB Indicator)



The Red lines indicate the part of the spectra identified as a Tone.



Green indicates a Noise Break (a tone candidate)



Blue is non-tonal noise.



The black line is the actual Spectrum.

You may navigate through the data by using
“Clip Select” (at the bottom of the screen)
By selecting the desired Critical Band.
By selecting the Slice if Slice analysis is enabled.
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By clicking in the Table (Tone analysis overview) allowing you to simultaneously select any relevant combination of Clip/Car/Critical Band.

In the above example, the Slope Criteria is too sensitive, resulting in too many
green “Noise Breaks”. Change the Slope to 2 dB, hit the little Re-calculate button (Shortcut F12) next to the Slope, and the tone analysis is re-computing
based on the FFT spectra already calculated. This saves significant time compared to completely re-computing all FFT spectra based on the original waveforms (Clips). You may also Export the Spectra to Excel to save time for future
tone calculations by re-importing the stored spectra.
CAUTION: Changing any other buttons (than Slope) in the Analysis group
will invalidate your result, and mean that you need to perform a new Analysis.
The blinking buttons will call your attention to the need to re-compute.
In general, if you have no blinking buttons, then the shown data and the corresponding front panel setting is complete and consistent.

Notice how the spurious green “Noise Breaks” now have been removed.
Now Select “Advanced” below the Tone Analysis Overview table, so see some
advanced Tone parameters used as the basis for the calculation (for advanced
applications).
Cursor: Grab the Black vertical cursor and drag it across the screen. Note
how the corresponding dB level and Frequency are read out in the fields just
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above the graph. Can’t find the cursor? Simply press the Find Cursor button
(shortcut H) and the cursor will be placed in the middle of the screen.
You can move the cursor by dragging it with your mouse or by using the Left
Arrow and Right Arrow keys on your keyboard or by entering a numeric value
in the Cursor field.
Centering Cursor on Screen: (“Rubber” X Axis): Place the cursor on the line
of interest, for example a spectrum peak. Grab the “Expand/Contract X-Axis”
scroll bar below the right side of the graph, and the graph will center on the
Cursor position, and you can now expand and contract the graph. The scroll
bar to the left under the graph, can be used to offset the X axis when expanded.

16.5.3 Viewing Critical Bands
Change the “First Critical Band” Selector just above the tone list to “All Critical Bands”. You can now use the “Critical Band” Selector at the bottom of
the screen to step through the bands, or you can Click in the Tone Analysis
Overview Table.
Note: In the following examples we are using a different signal than above.
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Note that as you step through the Critical Bands, the Black CB Indicator “box”
on the Graph will also change. The green Column indicates legal values for the
ISO method (with A weighting selected). If the KT(DK) value is Green it
means that the Danish method, without A weighting has been used.
A gray colored row indicates that the critical band could not be centered due to
it being at the upper or lower end of the frequency range of the analysis.
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When stepping through spectra with wide spacing between critical bands, you
may wish to select the “Lock Cursor to CB” function.
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16.5.4 Editing Tone Values
The ISO standard provides for manual determination of Lpn, the perceived
noise level in a critical band.

Set Tone Edit to “Manual”, and set the O (Offset) and S (Slope) Sliders to your
best “eyeball” curve fit to the noise floor. (Note: You can change width of the
“Wings” of the Critical Bands in the “Regression Range” field of the Advanced sheet. )The updated Tone values will be shown in the lower right corner
of the screen. Press the “Save” button in the Tone Edit cluster, to save the new
values. The new values will be identified as MANUAL in the “Method” column in the tone table above, the list will be re-sorted in descending order of
Lpn for each Critical Band. This means the most annoying tones always are in
the first Critical Band.
To re-compute the Automatic value, select the CB which has been computed
Manually, Set “Tone Edit” to Auto, and hit “Save”. The tone list will be resorted again.
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17 Frequency Slice
When Time Slice is active and you have made a Frequency domain measurement, you may also view “Frequency Slices” (FSlice on the front panel).
In the following Car Washing Machine example, a Time Slice of 5 seconds is
used for a Clip of 135 s, giving a total of 27 slices.
When FSlice is activate, the lower graph shows the level as a function of time
at the Cursor Frequency (87 Hz) of the upper graph. Moving the cursor to another frequency generates a new lower graph. The mirror case of this is when
the Cursor on the lower graph is moved, a different time slice is selected, and
the spectrum for that time slice is shown on the upper graph. This gives a quantitative way to view 2D slices in a 3D set of data.

The technique can also be used for 1/N octave spectra, as well as tone analysis
metrics and sound quality metrics which are displayed as a function of frequency.
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18 Advanced and Experimental Metrics
noiseLAB Batch includes a number of advanced and experimental methods
which have not, or cannot be tested with the same rigor as the basic methods in
noiseLAB. This may be due to the lack of concensus in the industry as to the
actual implementation technique or due to the lack of sufficient test data.
NOTE: The following metrics are provided as is, with no guarantee of correctness or reproducibility.




All Sound Quality Metrics
Nordic Impulse Method
LeGarth and Pedersen Methods (found under the Sound Quality Methods on the Advanced Tab.

DELTA views these as decision support tools, and encourage dialog in the industry to help evaluation these techniques, and we also welcome your feedback
on these.
NOTE: Many of the above metrics are processor and/or memory intensive.
Therefore there are machine-dependent upper limits as to how large files or
how many clips can be processed without memory, performance or stability
issues.
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19 Display Tips and Tricks
19.1 Graphs
Plot Color: Right click on the Graph.
X Axis Autoscale: To autoscale the X axis once, click the small green rectangle in the lower right hand corner of the graph. Keyboard shortcuts: X or
“Page Down”.
X Axis Range: Double click on the beginning or ending value of the X scale
and enter the desired value.
Y Axis Autoscale: To autoscale the Y axis once, click the small green rectangle in the upper left hand corner of the graph. Keyboard shortcuts: Y or “Page
Up”.

Y axis Range: Right click on the Y axis to select the dynamic range of the
display relative to the Maximum Y value.
Manual Entry of Axes: You may also freely select the upper and lower values
of the range by clicking on and entering the upper and lower values directly on
the X or Y axis. Numbers can be entered in Engineering Notation, for example,
10 k is the same as 10000 or .01M or 20000000m or 10e3.
Full Screen Graphs: To Toggle between Full Screen/Half screen plots hit F, or
use the little rectangle to the left of the Y axis autoscale button.
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19.2 Cursors
Find Cursor: Use Shortcut H to center the cursor on the graph.
Cursor Move: Use the right or left arrow key, or grab the cursor with the
mouse and move it. You may also freely enter the Cursor X position from the
keyboard. Numbers can be entered in Engineering Notation, for example, 10 k
is the same as 10000 or .01M or 20000000m or 10e3. In addition, you may
place the cursor to the right of the digit in the cursor field that you want to increment using the Up/Down Arrows, for example if you want to step the cursor
in increments of 100 Hz.
Center Graph at Cursor: Set the cursor at the point of interest, and grab the
Expand/Contract X-axis slider (the right slider under the graph):

Moving (Scrolling) Zoomed Graph: Use the left slider under the graph to
move the expanded graph back and forth. You can always unzoom by hitting
Autoscale X (shortcut X)
CAUTION: High resolution plots may contain more points than can be shown
on a digital display. Therefore, the cursor values may be incorrect if the display is not zoomed to show individual measured values.
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20 noiseLAB Batch Keyboard Shortcuts
T
CTRL H

Tip strips On/off
Context Help On/off

A or [End] Analyze
E

Export displayed result to Excel

G

Export displayed graph as a .jpg file.

H

Home: The cursor is placed in the center of the graph

C

Jump to First Clip

F

Full screen Graph On/off (Also F4)

X

Autoscale X axis (Also “Page Down”)

Y

Autoscale Y axis (Also “Page Up”)

Arrow Left/Right: Move cursor on Graph
F4 or F

Full screen/half screen

F8

Get File

F9

Car Select (Decrement)

F10

Car Select (Increment)

F12

Re-compute tone values

Home

Find Cursor

Insert

Lock Cursor to Critical Band

End
CTRL Z

Analyze
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21 Saving Result Graphs and Tables\
21.1 Export of single graphs:
To export a .jpg file of the currently displayed graph, hit the “Save (Graph)”
button. On the Report Tab, you may select whether the graph should be Portrait (narrow), or Landscape (wide). In addition, you may make the graph half
screen or full screen by hitting F while displaying the graph.

Note that the Exported Graphs have additional X axis annotation identifying the
Clips and recording conditions from which they originate and the file naming
also includes this information.

21.2 Export of Multiple Graphs (Time Slice Analysis):
When you have performed Time Slice Analysis, the graphs of all “Slices” for a
selected Clip with the currently selected analysis function are exported when
you hit the “Graph” button.
For example, if you have a 150 s long Clip and want a level recording of this
clip broken into five 30 s long charts, simply set the Train Analysis “On”, set
the Car Duration to 30 s, and “Analyze”. The hit the “Graph” button to export
the five charts to file. Sound Level and Statistics

21.3 Export of Tables of Results to Excel (delimited files)
Results mirroring the Result tables shown on noiseLAB Batch are exported.
Results are row oriented.
The only exception is for FFT results which are column oriented. The maximum number of FFT Columns that can be read by Excel is limited by Excel.
noiseLAB can generate delimited files with more columns than Excel can handle.

21.4 Examples of Result Outputs
21.4.1 Sound Level Tables
The results table is exported using the “Save” Excel button.
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Time Slice Mode OFF.
Results from all Clips are Exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
All Clips with all Slices are exported in a format similar to the table shown
above.
21.4.2 Sound Level Graphs
Time Slice Mode OFF.
Result from the currently selected Clip Result is exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
Graphs for all Time Slices in the currently selected Clip are exported as annotated jpg images. The Graph Width can be set on the report page. The image
files are named as shown in the following:
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By right clicking on a file name and using “Preview” the graph can be viewed
and browser using Windows Photo Viewer. Note the annotation at the bottom
of the graph. This simplifies report generation in that the jpg images are selfdocumenting.

21.5 Octave Spectra
21.5.1 Octave Tables
Time Slice Mode OFF.
Results from all Clips are Exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
All Clips with all Slices are exported in a format similar to the Results Display:
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21.5.2 Octave Graphs
Time Slice Mode OFF.
Result from the currently selected Clip Result is exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
Graphs for all Time Slices in the currently selected Clip are exported as annotated jpg images. The Graph Width can be set on the report page.

21.6 FFT
21.6.1 FFT Tables and Tone Analysis
Time Slice Mode OFF.
Results from all Clips are Exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
All Clips with all Slices are exported. Each column contains one spectrum.
The number of spectra that can be read by Excel is limited by the maximum
number of columns in Excel. However, the delimited file created by noiseLAB
can be larger.
For tone analysis First Critical Band/All Critical Bands affects the output to
Excel.
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21.6.2 FFT Graphs and Tone Analysis Graphs
Time Slice Mode OFF.
Result from the currently selected Clip Result is exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
Graphs for all Time Slices in the currently selected Clip are exported as annotated jpg images. The Graph Width can be set on the report page.
For tone analysis First Critical Band/All Critical Bands affects the output to
Excel.
21.6.3 Impulse Analysis (Nordic Method) Results
Time Slice Mode OFF.
The Results table shown on screen is exported to Excel with any filters applied
to it.
Time Slice Mode ON.
The Results table shown on screen is exported to Excel with any filters applied
to it.
21.6.4 Impulse Analysis (Nordic Method) Graphs
Time Slice Mode OFF.
Result from the currently selected Clip Result is exported.
Time Slice Mode ON.
Graphs for all Time Slices in the currently selected Clip are exported as annotated jpg images. The Graph Width can be set on the report page.

FFT Spectrum: Row and Columns will automatically be transposed due to the
restrictions on the maximum number of rows in Excel.
Combined Results: When you select a given Graph type on the Analysis tab,
only that analysis type will be saved to Excel. However, on the Report Tab,
you may select additional results to export to a single Excel file. In the screen
shot above, both Tone, Octave and Sound Level and Statistics are selected.
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(Note, however, the FFT Spectrum may not be combined with other types of
analysis). These results will be shown in separate groups in the Excel spreadsheet. If you want all result types on the same line for each Clip, select the “All
Results per Clip” checkbox.
NOTE: For 1/24 Octave analysis, the width (255 columns) of Excel spreadsheets (through Excel 2003) will be exceeded. Therefore, the Transpose
Row/Columns function should be used.
NOTE: You must first have displayed each analysis result type, before it can
be exported to Excel.
Project Attributes: When this is checked, a separate Excel file with the project attributes is generated. The file name that you give will be appended with
“ProjAttr”.
Sound Level vs. Time: You can export two types of time series:


The Leq values as a function of time. On the Analysis Tab select
Sound Level, Leq, and the integration period. (steps of 125 ms). On
the Report tab, select Sound Level vs. Time. Then press To Excel to
export the time series of Leq values to Excel.



High Resolution values as a function of time. On the Record/Edit tab,
select Sound Level, 2 ms dt, and click the small button to the right of 2
ms dt to show/set the time axis increment. The minimum user-defined
increment is 10 ms. When you turn the button off, it reverts to its minimum increment of about 2 ms (1/100 of the sampling period of the
original sound signal). Then press To Excel to export the time series
of Leq values to Excel.
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Tone Analysis: Select “Graph+Report” on the Tone Graph of the Report Tab Sheet. Both the Graph and a fully formatted .html file with all
the required tone analysis documentation will be exported to the selected location.

21.7 Saving Graphs
Export of single graphs:
To export a .jpg file of the currently displayed graph, hit the “Graph” button.
On the Report Tab, you may select whether the graph should be Portrait (narrow), or Landscape (wide). In addition, you may make the graph half screen or
full screen by hitting F while displaying the graph.
Note that the Exported Graphs have additional X axis annotation identifying the
Clips and recording conditions from which they originate and the file naming
also includes this information.
Export of Multiple Graphs (Time Slice Analysis):
When you have performed Time Slice Analysis, the graphs of all “Slices” for a
selected Clip with the currently selected analysis function are exported when
you hit the “Graph” button.
For example, if you have a 150 s long Clip and want a level recording of this
clip broken into five 30 s long charts, simply set the Train Analysis “On”, set
the Car Duration to 30 s, and “Analyze”. The hit the “Graph” button to export
the five charts to file. You may then drag the file directly to a Word document
as shown below.
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Note the extended annotation at the bottom of each graph. You may also use
the Windows Preview function to rapidly view the saved jpg files.
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The output of multiple graphs with Slice Analysis applies to all analysis functions.

21.8 Tone Analysis Reporting
A complete tone report showing both the graph and tone parameters in html
(web ready) format, is created by selecting the Report tab and setting the Tone
Graph to Graph + Report. Then press the Graph button on the Analysis tab.
When Train Analysis is selected, pressing the Graph button will automatically
result in output of an annotated Tone Graph and an HTML report for each car
in the train as shown in the Window Explorer window below.
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22 Import of Spectra for Tone Analysis
The Batch Processor normally imports noiseLAB projects (nlp files from
noiseLAB 3.0 and .nlrc files from noiseLAB 4) which gives access to the “raw”
recorded waveforms, and permits a wide range of analysis functions on these.
In addition, the Batch Processor can also import one or more FFT spectra for
subsequent tone analysis.

Select the type of file to Import, and return to the Analysis sheet, and hit “Get
File”, to import the correct file type.
CAUTION: The Batch Processor has little or no error checking on the various
imported file types, so please verify that you are using the correct format, and
that the result corresponds to the imported file.
Select one or more Clips to Analyze, and hit the Analyze button to perform the
Tone Analysis.
NOTE: All spectra are assumed to be in decibels.
22.1.1 noiseLAB FFT Spectra
Imports FFT Spectra created by the Batch Processor. Up to 250 spectra may be
imported (depending on memory size of your PC). This limit is higher if Excel
2007 or later is used.
22.1.2 Excel .txt Tab delimited
Each Tab Separated column contains a spectrum with frequencies in ascending
order as in the following example:
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You must enter both the starting frequency f0 and the line spacing df on the
front panel. .
22.1.3 Vertical Tab File (spectra in rows)
This is a text file with N number of comma-separated spectral values for each
frequency, starting at the frequency you enter as f0 (in Hz). Each line of frequencies is tab separated. You must enter both the starting frequency f0 and the
line spacing dF for each list of spectra. The following is an example of such a
file shown in Notepad.

NOTE: Be sure to enter the line spacing dF with high accuracy to ensure accuracy indication of the frequency of lines at the high end of the frequency spectrum.
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22.1.4 DELTA VM File
This is an internal DELTA format.
22.1.4.1 WMS

For import of FFT spectra from noiseLAB Wind.
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23 noiseLAB Support
noiseLAB support is provided by email at
noiseLAB@delta.dk
When emailing DELTA for support, please supply your Name and License
Number found in the About Edit Registration Menu, Specify your operating
system, measurement hardware used, and try to give as precise a description of
your question as possible.
NOTE: And remember, “CTRL+H” to activate the extensive context sensitive
help in noiseLAB. CTRL T, or T will activate/de-active extensive tip strips.

Thank you for using noiseLAB!
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24 Glossary




















DELTA: Danish Electronics, Light and Acoustics.
noiseLAB Capture: A program developed by DELTA for acquiring
acoustic waveform files, calibrating, editing, and performing simple
acoustic analyses on these. noiseLAB Capture replaces noiseLAB 3.0.
noiseLAB Batch Processor: A program developed by DELTA for advanced post processing of waveforms acquired by noiseLAB 3.0 or
noiseLAB Capture.
Project: A noiseLAB Project is a folder containing all settings of the
program, the recorded waveform files, and results. Projects are created
by noiseLAB Capture and may be at any user accessible disk location.
Project files have the extension of
o .nlp for noiseLAB 3.0
o .nlpro for noiseLAB 4
o .nlrc is a subset of the .nlpro project file used to exchange Recording and Clip data from noiseLAB Capture 4 to noiseLAB
Batch 4.
The contents of project folder and files must not be modified in any
way. The project files are not user readable.
Recording: A one to N channel recording of waveforms. This is the
raw time function, as would be seen on an oscilloscope. Recordings are
stored in the National Instruments TDMS format.
Clip: A sub-section of a Recording. If you have a one-hour long Recording, you can create a Clip to start and end at any time within that
one hour, for example starting 20 minutes to 30 minutes relative to the
start of the Recording. Clips in noiseLAB are single channel and nondestructive.
Waveforms: The raw, sampled waveform of the input signal. Waveforms are stored by noiseLAB the TDMS format.
TDMS: Technical Data Management Streaming format. An open data
storage format developed by National Instruments. The format has the
advantage of high performance access of very large (Multi-Gigabyte
files) along with extensive meta data tagging. The format uses a 64-bit
pointer for waveforms hence 2^64 samples can theoretically be stored.
TDMS Link
.wav file: A popular PC-based format for storing Waveforms.
noiseLAB can import .wav files by converting them to the TDMS format. noiseLAB can also convert TDMS to .wav files. .wav Link
NI: National Instruments
DAQ-MX: National Instruments device drivers
MAX: National Instruments Measurement and Automation Explorer.
Used to browse, configure and test attached hardware devices.
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